We are pleased to inform you of SIA forthcoming **NEW EVENT** as follow:

Kindly click the below and visit SIA Practice Convention website for more details and register for the Convention.

**SIA PRACTICE CONVENTION**

**2017**

**PRACTICE IN A Sharing Economy**

28 APRIL 2017 (FRI), 9:00AM - 5:35PM
SIA THEATRETTE, LEVEL 3

Practice Convention 2017 is themed ‘Practice in a Sharing Economy’ as it tries to examine Design and constraints of Shared Spaces; understand the shared benefits of technologies that encourage shared standards and processes; discuss shared concerns about Practice where lower remuneration and ever growing regulatory and contractual risks undermine motivation to improve and grow our profession.

The possible solutions are neither easy nor immediate as we evolve from basic functional design to holistic social-economic-environmental solutions but require participation, contribution and visions of all architects to succeed. Join our discussion to co-create ourselves.

Full programme at [www.practiceconvention.sg](http://www.practiceconvention.sg)